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Abstract
The local magnetohydrodynamic stability of static equilibrium states in a collision-
less plasma in a magnetic field with anisotropic pressure is discussed by using an energy
principle. The discussion is mainly limited to one class of static equilibrium states. In
this class the difference between the components of the pressure perpendicular and par-
allel to the magnetic field is proportional, along each field line, to the square of the mag-
netic field strength. For each equilibrium state in this class it is possible to define an
"associated" equilibrium state with isotropic pressure, in terms of which the possible
equilibrium states can be completely discussed. It is also shown that the stability of any
anisotropic equilibrium state can conveniently be discussed in terms of the stability of
its associated isotropic state.
Complete conditions for stability are found for the uniform equilibrium state. The
additional complications that are introduced by nonuniformity of the equilibrium state
can be completely understood from the associated isotropic state. Certain comparison
theorems for nonuniform equilibrium states are found and, finally, a class of nonuniform
equilibrium states with straight field lines is discussed, for which it is shown that sta-
bility conditions are the same as in the uniform case.

I. INTRODUCTION
In a large class of plasma-physics problems the binary collisions between particles
are unimportant, and the particles interact only through macroscopic electric and mag-
netic fields. The absence of collisions will generally lead to anisotropic velocity dis-
tribution functions. It has been shown by various authors (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) that this gives rise
to instabilities in the plasma. In particular, magnetohydrodynamic instabilities in a
uniform, anisotropic plasma have been discussed by using the normal-mode technique.
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the local magnetohydrodynamic stability
of uniform and nonuniform static equilibrium states, by using an energy principle.
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II. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC DESCRIPTION OF A COLLISION-FREE PLASMA:
ENERGY PRINCIPLE FOR STABILITY
The energy principle that we shall employ is based upon the so-called double-
adiabatic magnetohydrodynamic description of a plasma in the presence of a magnetic
field (6). The anisotropy of the distribution functions is manifested by an anisotropic
pressure. The governing equations in this description are:
(a) The continuity equation
ap/at + V (pv) = 0
where p is the density, and v the velocity of the fluid.
(b) The momentum equation
p dv/dt = -V P + j XB
where P is the pressure tensor, j is the current density, and B is the magnetic field.
The pressure tensor P expressed in diadic form is P= p ee + p (I-ee), where e = B/B,
and I is the unit tensor. There are two adiabatic equations for the components of the
pressure:
dpll/dt = -pllV v - pll(e.Vv) e
dp/dt = -2pLV. + p (e -. Vv) e
We have, also, the equation E + v X B = 0, and Maxwell's equations are used in their
usual magnetohydrodynamic approximation:
V X E = -8B/at, V XB= j, V B= 0
The conditions under which this description is valid are not completely known, but
it can be assumed that they are essentially the same as those for which the ordinary,
collision-dominated magnetohydrodynamics is valid, with the essential change that the
Larmor radius of the particles must now be assumed to be much smaller than all other
characteristic lengths in the plasma, in particular, smaller than the mean-free path
for collisions.
An energy principle can be derived from this description for the investigation
of the stability of static equilibrium states (6). We shall confine our interest
to local instabilities, that is, to instabilities that can be excited by initial per-
turbations that vanish on the boundaries of the plasma. It is clear that in an
infinite plasma, all instabilities will be of this type.
The energy principle can be expressed as follows. A static equilibrium state
is unstable if, and only if, there exist a material displacement , and a vol-
ume V, wholly within the plasma, which are such that the change in the potential
energy, 6W, of the system, which is caused by this perturbation, is nega-
tive.
The energy variation W is given by
2
+ pL(V. g-3q) - qV · (p) +
(1)-4q2z+(e· V)2-( Ve) (e- )] }
where
Q V x ( xB)
A - PI - Pt
and
q- (e V) e
In Eq. 1 all quantities are to take equilibrium values (except , of course).
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5W = f dt t2 - j (QX) + ' p -1)' ( )( · VP 
-~i - - _ (V - - -
AP [(e - 7~) (V~ e)-Q ' Ve) (V e)
III. STATIC EQUILIBRIUM STATES
From the momentum equation we see that the equilibrium condition is
-V. P+jXB= O
This can be written
V + ) - V [(B2 +p)ee] = 0 (2)
We now introduce the quantities B' and p', which will be useful in discussing both
the possible equilibrium states and their stability. They are defined as
B'2 B2+ Ap
1 1
p P1 2 -Ap (p+pll) (3)
B' - B' e
From these definitions, it follows that
1 B2 + = 1 B2+ P
Hence Eq. 2 can be written
Vp' + V* (B 2 I- B'B') 0 (4)
This can be rewritten
-Vp' + (VB') B' + (VXB') X B' = 0 (5)
We shall distinguish between two classes of equilibrium states, those for which
V B' = 0 everywhere in the region under consideration (called Class 1), and those for
which V. B' • 0 somewhere (called Class 2). It will be found that the equilibrium states
of Class 1 are simpler to deal with than those of Class 2, both in regards to the dis-
cussion of the possible equilibrium states and of their stability. We shall, therefore,
confine our interest in this report to equilibrium states of Class 1.
We shall point out that the equation V- B' = 0 is equivalent to the equation
e 2 V 2) 
This can be shown in the following way:
P 2 B' 2
e ·V e V = 2 - VB' -2 e VB
Now, it follows from V B = that e VB = -BV e, hence
Now, it follows from V · B= 0 that e VB = -BY · e, hence
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e V(  ) = 2 B2V. B'
Hence Class 1 is made up of those states for which Ap is proportional to B2 along each
field line. The equilibrium condition for Class 1 becomes
-Vp' + (V XB') X B' = 0 (6)
This is the same equilibrium condition that we have in a plasma with isotropic pressure
p' and magnetic field B'. Hence, for a given anisotropic equilibrium state of Class 1,
there exists an "associated" isotropic equilibrium state with pressure p' and magnetic
field B' as defined by Eq. 3 which is such that the equilibrium condition (Eq. 6) is ful-
filled, and also the equation V B' = 0.
Conversely, for every isotropic equilibrium state with magnetic field B' and iso-
tropic pressure p', we can find a class of anisotropic equilibrium states of Class 1,
Ap
simply by choosing any Ap with the property that e V 2 = 0 and defining
B'
Pi P + 2 AP
1
PIll = p - AP
B2 = B ' 2 _-p
B'
B= B Be
In this way, the problem of finding anisotropic equilibrium states of Class 1 can be
translated into the problem of finding isotropic equilibrium states.
For Class 2, this is no longer the case. Since V B' 0, and since the term
(VB') B' occurs in the equilibrium equation (Eq. 5), no isotropic "associated" equilib-
rium state exists.
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IV. TRANSFORMATION OF THE ENERGY VARIATION INTEGRAL
We have seen that the problem of finding anisotropic equilibrium states of Class 1
can be reduced completely to the problem of finding isotropic equilibrium states.
The question now arises, Can we also discuss the stability of an anisotropic equi-
librium state completely in terms of the stability of the associated isotropic equi-
librium state? The answer to this question (as it will appear later) is, "No." But it
will be found that the stability of an anisotropic equilibrium state can be understood
partly in terms of its associated isotropic equilibrium state. However, the extra
complications that cannot be understood in terms of the associated isotropic equilibrium
state are essentially the same in both the uniform and nonuniform equilibrium states.
This fact makes the discussion of stability in terms of the associated equilibrium
state useful.
We shall now transform the expression for W given in Eq. 1 for the purpose
of expressing it, partly by the energy variation, W', of the associated isotropic
equilibrium state.
We shall make a transformation for the general case of arbitrary V B'.
By direct computation, we get
Q j (Qx ) = B_(e.v,) 2 + 2(V. )2 - 2B2 (V ) q + (V)( ' V - )
+ -q~ V B - (ge)(e_ V) ( B )
2 2
+ (S Ve) * ( 2--B 2 e) + (e V 2 
+ (e VB)(- VB)(_-e_
- B2(e.V_) (Ve+Ve~)
+ B2 · (Ve) (e) . i+ B2(V-.)(e-Ve) . _
+ ( V B-() a (7)
We introduce the transformation
-qt* V 2 - (.)eV) ( + (t-Ve) e (B)(t- )(e (e) (V-e)(. ) + (e. VB)(.VB)( .e)
F B21 2
= V- (-e)(e x,) X V-- -+ (Ve V - (e V-2 ) V(t e) (8)
Equation 8 can be verified by letting the operator V in the first term on the right-hand
1
side act on each factor separately, and by using the equation V e = - e VB.
By substituting Eq. 8 in Eq. 7, we get
6
Q2 -j. (QX) = B2(e Va)2 + B2(V.) 2 _ 2B2(V) q
- B (e.Va)( Ve+Ve )
2 ~~B2
+ B *(Ve). (Ve) t V-). t_
+ V. (B ) e (Ve) (9)
Now introduce the transformation,
-qV (Ap) + p[( V).(V -.e)-( .Ve) .(V.e)-( .Ve) (e.Va)] =
-V [A p(e X) XV(_ .e)]
- Ap(eVt)(g-Ve+Ve_) + Ap_ (Ve) (Ve) 
- e V(p)[V((t e)] + V (AP) e Ve 
- Apa - V(a.V(a.e))(V e) (10)
Equation 10 can be verified by letting the operator V in the first term on the right-hand
side act on each factor separately. If we substitute Eqs. 9 and 10 in Eq. 1, we get
5W = dt (B 2 (e-V) 2 + BZ(V.) 2 - 2BZ(v.) q
V
p(V.) + _ pl(V-.-3q)2 + Ap[(e.V)2-4q 2]
+V. (eX X ((g B2 Ap V( e)]
- (B2+Ap)(g.Vf) (a.Ve+Ve~)
+ (B +Ap)(.Ve) · (Vea)
+ V [(B 2 +Ap)] e- (Ve) ·
2+ AP) + ApV. (gV( e))
2
+ (V.-)( V( 1 + (11)
By using V · e VB, the equation
B 2 e) = . V(B ) + .
e . V7 (-+ l)+ p( + Ap V. e) V(B2+Ap) + -B2e. V
7
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is easily verified.
We have shown that
e V(A )=2 2V.B'
and hence
e. V 2 +ApV e= e.VB+AP) + B'V B- (12)
1
By substituting Eqs. 2 and 12 in Eq. 11, and introducing B' 2 = B2 + Ap and p' p= - Ap,
we get
6W = 2 dt B'2(e.V) 2 + B12(V. )2 - 2B'2(V.) q
V
+5 p'(V.) 2 + 1 p(V.a-3q)2 +Ap[(V a) q 5 q]
3 2 2 I 2
-B'2(e.-V)(.-Ve+Ve-.) + B' (Ve) (e) 
+ V (B'2)(e. Ve) · + (V-e) V. (B'2ee ·j
e' (VB ' 2 )2 V(-.e)-B'(V-B') * V(-e) (13)
We note that the divergence term in the integrand does not make any contribution to the
integral, and so it has been left out in Eq. 13.
It can be shown that Eq. 13 is equivalent to the following equation:
6W = 12 f dt {[Q_'-VB']2
- (VxB') x(Vx(B' X))] -
+ 3 p,(t 2 + 1 '(V. -3q)2}
+ dt {Ap[(V.) q 2 ]} (14)2
+ dt Ap[(V.) q - q ]) (14)2V
where Q' = V X ( XB').
It is interesting to notice the symmetry between the second and third terms in the
integrand of the first integral.
This equation can be verified by expanding the integrand along the same lines as in
Eqs.. 7, 8, and 9. It can then be seen that Eq. 14 is the same as Eq. 13.
Now let us confine ourselves to equilibrium states of Class 1, that is, those for
which V B' = 0.
Equation 14 then reduces to
6W = 6W'(p', B') + 6 WA p
8
where
6W'= 2 dt Q'-2 - j' [Q' x] + 5 p'(V.) 2 + 3 p'(V-.-3q) 2 } (15)
with j' = V XB', and
5 2
SWAp = 2 dt {Ap [(V.) q - q ]}(16)6W - dt2 (16)1V
We note that W' is the 6W that we get from Eq. 1 by letting B-B', p -p', and Ap- 0.
Hence, 6W' is the energy variation of the associated isotropic state. We see that the
stability of an anisotropic equilibrium state (of Class 1) can be understood by considering
the stability of the associated isotropic state and regarding 6WAp as a "correction term"
(which is not always small, however). It is important to notice that 6WAp does not con-
tain any terms involving the gradients of B, p or Ap, so that its essential effect can be
understood by considering the uniform equilibrium state. The complications introduced
by nonuniformity of the equilibrium state are all included in 6W', which refers to the
associated isotropic state. Another way of saying this is that the 6Wap term does not
give rise to new types of instabilities in the nonuniform case that are not already present
in the uniform case.
We shall note that in the treatment above we have permitted B' 2 to be negative. For
this case, the associated isotropic equilibrium state has no physical meaning, since it
requires B' to be imaginary. Hence special attention should be given this case. As it
will appear later, the effect of negative B'2 can be completely understood from the case
of uniform equilibrium which will be treated in Section V.
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V. THE STABILITY OF THE UNIFORM EQUILIBRIUM STATE
Consider the equilibrium states in which B and P are constant in space. These
equilibrium states clearly belong to Class 1. Let B be along the x-axis. From 6W as
expressed in Eq. 11, we get in the uniform case
6W 2= dt (Bx + B 2 (V_)2 - 2B 2 (V_) ax
+ 5 p(V'-)2 + 3 PiV -' - a--xX
+'vp5(a-a) ~4 xf]} (17)
This can be rewritten6W = 2 vdt W ax(B2+AP)L(a) + ax) j2
2x a 22
+ (B2+3p =) + (B2+2p )(V.)
- 2(B +P)(V-) K ax (18)
Now, introduce the transformation
(B-2 )(.2 - 2(B2+p)( 1 2 2)- -(B +2p )(7 () - 2(B +p 1)(V )( a-x) 2 + 2 B + 2 pl)(V)- (B +l)a-
B 2 + 2Pa
-(B Z+P)Z/(BZ+P)(x)
By substituting the last equation in Eq. 17, we get
6W = f dt (a& 2]
~ax]
2 ( \2
+ p - 2 I x)
' B + 2p_ ax
_ 2 2 ( x 2
+B2 1 B+ 2 PI)(V ) - (B2 +p) j (19)
B2+ PL
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Now, introduce
B'2 = B2 + Ap
and
2 2 2p2 5p2 + 3pLB
A= 3p -3Ap + 2B + 2pL B + 2p
It can now be seen from Eq. 19 that W is always positive whenever both A and B' are
positive. Since A and B' are never zero simultaneously, it follows that A 0 and
B' 2 a 0 is a sufficient condition for stability.
We shall now show that this condition is also necessary for stability. This is equi-
valent to showing that the condition
A <0 or B' 2 <0
is sufficient for the equilibrium state to be unstable.
Define a function (x, y, z) as
b = (1-cos mx)(1-cos ny) f(z)
where m and n are integers, f(z) = 0 for z = 0, and z = 2w and is otherwise an arbitrary
function of z. Let us define K to be a cube with corners in the points: (2w, 0, 0),
(0, 2r, 0), (0, 0, 2rr), (2Tr, 2r, 0), (2w, 0, 2r), (0, 2w, 2r), (2r, 2r, 2Tr) and (0, 0, 0). Define a
a af
perturbation _ as I= 0 outside K, and x = ay, y = -ax, and z = 0 inside K, where
Y 2 . We see that f is continuous and vanishes on the boundary of K, and is
B + 2
such that
2 2 _ _(B +2p 1 )(V.) - (B +p 1 ) 0
Hence, the last term in Eq. 19 vanishes.
For W, we get
6W = 2 K dt 22 Y + A(a 8
2 (B'2y23w2m2+A2n2)mJ f(z) dz
22~~~
We see that if either B ' 2 or A is negative, then 6W can always be made negative
by a suitable choice of m and n, and the equilibrium state is unstable.
The result, is, therefore, that the uniform equilibrium state is stable if and
only if
11
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B' 2 B + Ap > 0O
and (20)
2
Pi
The r gions of stability + 2instability are shown in Fig. 1.
The regions of stability and instability are shown in Fig. 1.
3
cJ
> 2
I
Fig. 1. Regions of stability (shaded)
and instability (unshaded).
I 2 3
p /B 2
Stability condition 20 has also been obtained by L. I. Rudakov and R. Z. Sagedeev (3),
and by Suydam (2) by means of the normal-mode technique from a magnetohydrodynamic
description of the plasma. A different result has been obtained by M. N. Rosenbluth (1).
In his results, the condition
2
A = -_ > 0A 2 P±
takes the place of our condition for stability,
2
Pi
A = 3p B2 + 2
I B + 2P
The other condition,
B' 2 = B2 + Ap >_ 0
is the same as ours. This result is obtained from an investigation of magnetohydro-
dynamic waves in a uniform plasma. It is noteworthy that Rosenbluth's result means
that the plasma is unstable also in the isotropic case when
P1 P11
B2/2 = / >2
This is surprising and is in obvious contradiction to the results obtained from the energy
principle. It can be seen directly from the fundamental expression, Eq. 1, that we
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always have W > 0 when p1 = Pll in the uniform case, hence the plasma is always
stable.
Another result has been obtained by R. Z. Sagedeev and A. A. Vedenov (4) from the
Boltzmann equation. The stability condition A > 0 is replaced, here, by the condition
As- p± B2 Ap > 0. The condition B' 2 > 0 remains unchanged. The three different
I
conditions A 0, AR > 0, and AS 0 are best compared by writing them in the forms
2
A 0 6(B2 +
P1 B2
AR a -- 11
2
A o P B2 + p
We see that the condition A,
from AR > 0 by the term Pi
together with the lines p1 -
Let us now discuss our
A_4
3
Nl 2cd |M
S differs from the condition A > 0 by a factor of 6, and
The lines A = 0, AR = 0, and A S = 0 are shown in Fig. 2,
pll and B' = 0.
result in terms of the associated isotropic state and the
A=O
A =OS
p p
B' 2: 0
' 0O
R
2 3
P,,
B2
4
Fig. 2. Plot of the conflicting bounding curves for the stability region,
as obtained by different authors. (AS , Sagedeev and Vedenov;
AR , Rosenbluth.)
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"correction term" 6W2 p .
An expression for 6W' can be obtained from Eq. 17 by letting W - W', B - B'
P - p', and Ap - 0. Hence, the stability conditions for the associated isotropic state
can be obtained from Eq. 20 (which follows from Eq. 18) by letting B 2 - B' 2 , P P',
and Ap -0. We obtain the result that the associated isotropic state is stable if and
only if
B' = B + Ap > 0
and
5p' 2 + 3p'B' 2
A' 2 0
B' + 2p'
We see that B'2 > 0 implies A' 0, hence we find that the associated isotropic state
is stable if and only if B' 2 0.
In view of our earlier results, we see that the effect of the term 6WAp on the sta-
bility is to introduce the condition A 0, in addition to the condition B'2 > 0 that is
obtained from considering the stability of the associated isotropic state. Hence the
effect of the S6Wp term is to introduce a new type of instability that was not present
in the associated isotropic state. This new type of instability will occur when Ap
becomes so large that A becomes negative.
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VI. ON THE STABILITY OF NONUNIFORM EQUILIBRIUM STATES
We shall now discuss some general results concerning the stability of non-
uniform equilibrium states which can be obtained from the preceding results.
From the fact that any nonuniform equilibrium state can be considered approx-
imately uniform in small regions of space, it follows that our stability condition
(Eq. 20), for a uniform equilibrium state, will remain a necessary condition
for stability, with the understanding that the condition shall apply at each
point in the considered region. However, condition 20 will generally not be suf-
ficient for stability, and new types of instabilities caused by the nonuniformity
of the equilibrium state ("nonuniform instabilities") may be expected to occur.
Since the SWAp term in the expression for SW is the same in the uniform
and in the nonuniform cases, and hence all complications caused by nonuniform-
ity are located in the W' term, it follows that the 6Wap term does not give
rise to any new "nonuniform instabilities." Since the 5W' term can be inter-
preted as the energy variation in the associated isotropic state, we may safely
assume that the conditions for the nonuniform instabilities to take place are
the same as those obtained from considering the associated isotropic state, with
the effect of the SWAp term appearing as a small correction term.
We shall, in the following discussion, compare the stability of the aniso-
tropic, nonuniform state with the stability of the associated isotropic state, in
order to illuminate the above-mentioned effect of the SWAp term.
The energy variation W is given by W = W' + SWp, where W' and
SWAp are given by Eqs. 15 and 16.
By introducing the transformation
5 2 1 1 2 
_) - = V.g_3q)2 + V) - q
in the expression for SWAp, we get
6W dt - (QXt)
+ 5 (p' + p) (V)
Now, if p > 0 in the considered region and)(V is i3q)ts maximum valpque,
Now, if Ap > 0 in the considered region and (AP)max is its maximum value,
we see that
15
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6W- 2f dt ('R - j [Q'Xf]
V _
+ -('+ (AP)max)(V -)
3 (p, + 1 (XP max)(v[_3q2}
= W ' (' +p1 0 ma x ' t)
Hence we see that the given state is not more stable than the isotropic equilibrium state
that is obtained from the associated equilibrium state by adding 1 (AP)max to p'.
Likewise, it can be seen that for Ap < 0,
5W > W'(P -10 IPlma x. B)
Hence the considered state is not more unstable than the isotropic state obtained by
subtracting - from p1'O PImax
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VII. STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR A CLASS OF NONUNIFORM EQUILIBRIUM
STATES WITH STRAIGHT FIELD LINES
As we have mentioned before, the conditions A > 0 and B' 2 > 0, although always
necessary conditions for stability, are generally not sufficient in nonuniform equilibrium
states. We shall display a class of nonuniform equilibrium states for which this is not
the case, but in which the conditions B' 2 > 0 and A > 0 also remain a sufficient condition
for stability.
Consider a Cartesian coordinate system (x,y, z). Let e = B/B be perpendicular to
the z-axis, and let e be a function of z only. We see that e Ve = 0 and V · e = 0. The
condition V B = 0 gives e · VB = 0, that is, B is constant along each field line. Subject
to this condition, B can otherwise be chosen to be an arbitrary function of space. By
confining ourselves to equilibrium states of Class 1, we must choose e · (Ap) = 0. The
equilibrium condition, Eq. 2, gives, for this case,
2 B 2V(pL + B2 V(p + B)
This can always be satisfied for any B by a suitable choice of p . For W, from Eq. 13,
by using the equations e Ve = 0, V · e= 0, e VB' = 0, and V B = 0,
we get
6W = - dt B'2(_e.V) 2 + B'2(V.) 22 fs f
- 2B' 2 (V-) q p( )2 + 3pl(V-. -3q) 23 2] 3,
+ Ap [(V-g) qq2] - B' 2 (e.V) (-Ve+Ve-.)
+ B' 2(-Ve) (Ve-f)}
Because e is perpendicular to the z-axis and a function of z only, it follows that
(Ve) (Ve) = 0; hence the last term in the integrand vanishes.
Consider the next-to-last term in the integrand. We have
ae
8z = a(z) e
where e is perpendicular both to the unit vector e along the z-axis and to e. By using
the fact that a, B ' 2 e, e, and e are constant along e and that V e = 0, we get, forthe' 'ext-Z
the next-to-last term in the integrand,
-BHene, this term (give+Ves no contribution to the integral.
Hence, this term gives no contribution to the integral.
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We are therefore left with an expression for 6W that has no terms containing the
gradients of B, p1 or Ap. We see that it is formally the same expression as we had in
the uniform case (Eq. 17). Hence, by proceeding along the same lines as in the uniform
case, we can establish the following equilibrium condition:
The equilibrium state is stable if, and only if,
B' 2 0 and A 0
at every point in the considered region.
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